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services It is the point of connection between the overland
telegraph the rail the road and the cable and in recent
vears has been developed as an airport As a lesult of war
time de\elopments Darwin is destined to fill a far more
important role than it played in the past Wyndham farther
west is more favourably situated with regard to the pastoral
mdustiy of the north west Meatworks were built there
but for various reasons the industry failed to thrive and these
are1 now closed Alice Springs in central Australia marks
the noithern tei minus of the railway from Adelaide and the
beginning of the road to Darwin
2   The Great Artesian Basin
This region vanes ^reatly in both rainfall and fertility
The eastern half with the better rainfall carries that
alternating grass and bush land that marks the ideal cattle
country This savannah vegetation shades off in the south
west towards Lake Eyre where conditions are so dry as to
support only comparatively few cattle This great basin is
one of the most extensive areas of inland drainage in the
world Lake Eyre nearly 40 feet below sea level is a vast
salt enciusted flat holding a few inches of water only after
heavy rams Neighbouring Lake Torrens stretching for
150 miles to the south is a similar area The bngalow a
species of acacia is the chief shrub for large stretches of the
inland plains Gums occur most thickly along the Eastern
Divide and m the water courses An outlier of the western
plateau—Barkly Tableland—lies to the south of the Gulf of
Carpentaria and is the most promising area for pastoral
development in the region North of this the land slopes
away gradually to the mangrove swamps fringing the shallow
Gulf One of the problems of the region is the difficulty of
access from the north only one port—Normanton—piesent
ing any possibilities at all

